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DESCRIPTION
 

9-drawer tool trolley

Comfort: Workstation height brought to 1 m.Safety: Anti-tipping system, no opening of the drawers thanks to the automatic

locking system.Long life: Resistant to hydrocarbons, solvents, brake fluids.Functional: 30% more volume than the previous

version, with many storage possibilities!Side container (BAC-41Z) + screwdriver storage on the handles + system for clipping

to the side panels.

30% more volume, plenty of storage possibilities (side bins, tool-support meshes and storages for screwdrivers).Anti-tipping

system, no opening of the drawers when moving thanks to the drawer locking system.

SERVI-930N new-generation tool trolley.Dimensions:Height: 1,000 mm.Width: 834 mm.Depth: 510 mm.9 drawers x

73mm.Withstands up to 950 kg in static position, 700 kg in movement.Useful load per drawer: 30 kg.Central key locking. 2

fixed wheels.2 swivel wheels one of which with brake.Individual drawer blocking / release system, unlocking by clip.Automatic

system for locking the drawers each time they are closed, opening by flipping the clip on the handle.Allows the SAM-range

ABS and foam storage modules to be used.
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SPECIFIC DATA
 

   Designation    TROLLEY 40 - 9 DRAWERS - GREY - GALVANISED STEEL TABLE-TOP

   Sales reference    SERVI-930N-GR

   Weight (kg)    76.5

   Width (mm)    834

   Height (mm)    1000

   Number of drawers    9

   Depth (mm)    510

   Guarantee    Galvanised steel

Guarantee applied

O | SAM TOOL guarantee.
Guarantee without time limit on the tools used under normal conditions.

>> Find out more
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